Upcoming Classes – Sewing by the Sea
207-664-2558

sewing2@roadrunner.com

Open Wed. – Sun. in March; Open daily in April
First Quilting Project – A Pieced Log Cabin Pillow:
Learn some of the basics of quilting in this pieced pillow. We will make a pieced top and a back with an insert
zipper. This is a perfect class for new quilters, sewists, and experienced ladies who are always asking “How do
you put a zipper in your pillow?” March 3 10:00 – 3 $20 pattern included

Garment Sewing Tuesday Evenings
Make the pattern of your choice. We meet Tuesday evenings 5:30 – 8:30. Machines and sergers are available.
You supply your pattern and fabrics. February 27, March 6, 13, and 20 for $35.

Rent-a-Table: Bring Your Own Project
Have a repair to make on your clothing, or a machine you can’t figure out? Maybe you want to learn a
technique and YouTube isn’t making it easy for you? Or, maybe you just need a day out to enjoy our big
sewing tables doing your own projects. Whatever the reason, join us for rent-a-table where you drive the
lesson and Kathy buzzes around helping. Wednesday, March 7 from 10 to 3. $15 for the 5 hours (or only 1).
Need a machine? $5 for the entire day.

Not Just for New Owners Class – Learn to Applique
Learn several types of applique on your machine. We will make a small project with applique to learn satin
edge, blanket stitch, and raw edge. Class is free to new machine owners; $15 to others. March 6 from 3:30 –
5:30.

It’s a Monday March Mystery!
It isn’t dark so early and not so cold, so it is time to get out in the evening and make a quilt! This one is a
mystery, which means you will get fabric requirements to being to first class (or ask us to help you assemble a
kit). At the first three sessions, you will be given components of the quilt to make. At the last session, you will
see how it all works. Mondays, March 5, 12, 19, and April 2 from 5:30 – 8:30. $35 includes pattern only.

Awesome Ocean
We will be revisiting this quilt in the spring.

Quilter’s Tote Saturday – National Quilting Day – Free Class
Celebrate National Quilting Day by making a tote for your tools. This roomy tote uses foam batting to cushion
your mat and rulers. Saturday March 17 from 10 to 3. Class is free, but “hold-a-space fee of $15” will be
refunded when you attend.

Fisherman’s Wife
We are still meeting Thursdays. Come and join us from 4 to 6 to make a variety of quilt blocks. We are sharing
our nautical prints, but you might enjoy using another motif. Next sessions are March 1, 8, and 15. We will

Girl’s Pinafore
Dress up a pair of leggings and a tee with a cute pinafore. This could be your first attempt at sewing clothing
for a child. Pattern covers sizes 2 to 14. Saturday April 7 from 10 to 2 $25 includes pattern; material extra.

Kaffe’s Fans
Oh so much fun! This vibrant quilt uses printed background and printed fan pieces to make a bold spring
statement. Our sample is yellow/golds background with red fans and green fans. This is challenging enough
for the experienced quilter and doable for a confident beginner. Will be scheduled in April.
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